ORGONE is also known as prana, life force, ki, chi, mana, universal energy...etc
Orgone creations are simply energy storehouses. The energy they store is spiritual energy,
energy that nurtures your being, your soul. When your energy is low the recharging
happens fast.
Dr. Wilhelm Reich, a gifted and visionary scientist that fled the Nazis to America,
rediscovered a form of energy which he called 'Orgone'.
Willhelm Reich described ‘orgone’ being universally present and can be demonstrated
visually, thermically, electroscopically (a device he invented to see orgone)
Reich discovered that when non organic (metal) and organic material (wood or cotton
usually) are mixed together in layers it would act as a magnet to this energy. So he
developed big boxes of these mixtures of non organic (metal sheet) and –organic layers
(wood) where he placed his patients inside where they would receive high amount of this
orgone (life force) in their bodies. Reich patients were cured of different illnesses including
high advanced stages of cancer. That created a conflict with the medical establishment.
Reich was sent to prison where he died.
Reich Orgone discovery was passed along and today Reich’s orgone work is rediscovered as
great healing tool helping the body and subtle bodies become (w)hole, a state of harmony.
Orgone is known as orgone devices or generators or orgonite. This is just a simple
combination of metal particles and resin that create the orgone matrix.
People from around the world started to make orgone devices also known as 'orgonite' using
metal/resin combo, adding gemstones and crystals to amplify and center the energy of
orgone.
WATER in particular charged water is an important component added to orgone matrix as
water keeps the frequencies high and clear at all times. Energy sensitive people noticed that
orgone devices without water added to the matrix become stagnant in time, losing their
charge.
The work with sacred elements and shamanic techniques helped me add the power of the
elements into the orgone matrix. The results are amazing! Charged holy Water is one of the
elements that I highly appreciate and add to the orgone matrix. Also fire, air and earth
elements are present in my orgone creations.

Benefits
People noticed health improving, plants growing healthier, animals and people being
magnetized by those universal force energies, negative energy transmuted into good vibes,
prosperity increased, spiritual and psychic channels being opened, a general state of well
being and peace, happiness and joy.
After all Orgone is the universal life force (prana, chi. Ki) which is found freely in the nature
where it hasn't’t been energetically corrupted or polluted.
~Lilly Natures Blessings

“I am well aware of the fact that the human race has known about the existence of a
universal energy related to life for many ages. However, the basic task of natural science
consisted of making this energy usable. This is the sole difference between my work and all
preceding knowledge.” — Wilhelm Reich, Archives of the Orgone Institute

"What is (OR)gone ?
By Yasmine Fatemi

(OR)gone is the life force energy that is present in everything, it is known
as 'chi', 'ki', 'prana', negative ions or negative entropy.
Of orgone energy we know that:
(1) it flows freely without significant loss of energy between identical
structures, and
(2) it follows the principle of negative entropy, i.e., orgone energy flows
from the weaker potential to the stronger one until the stronger potential
is saturated.
ORGONE (OR) vs DEADLY ORGONE (DOR)
In the course of life force research, additional characteristics of orgone
energy became obvious. Wilhelm Reich demonstrated the existence of DOR, or
deadly orgone. This is a form of orgone that, according to Reich, has
“turned stale”. In our days, this type energy is often connected with strong
electro smog such as under fluorescent lights. Many people feel strangely
weakened, even sick, under such conditions.
These conditions are brought about by negative thoughts (mental pollution) and actions, as
well as deadly frequencies like radiation, ELF'S, EMF'S etc.

DOR originates also under certain natural conditions. Of course, such
natural DOR eventually transforms back into healthy orgone, because of the
impact of the living pulse of natural orgone. In artificial conditions
however, such as under continuous impact of electro smog, such
transformation is counteracted continuously with the generation of new DOR,
in which case the weakening and depressing atmosphere remains.

How Orgone heals

The Human Body is a very complex machine. Modern Medical science has
understood approximately 10% of the workings of the entire body.
But the one saving grace is that the body knows how to heal itself. In the
mothers womb, the male and female cells unite and start multiplying and
forming various organs. The instruction which these cells follow is in the
DNA.
Our Body is made up of millions and millions of cells. A group of cells join
together to perform a specialized body functions and form various organs.
Other cells form nervous system, skeletal system, digestive system etc. But
all the cells are similar i.e. all at the cellular level have a specific
frequency of vibration.
When the cells of our body undergo a change from normal healthy cells, a
disease sets in. In other words when the frequency of vibration of a group
of cells changes from the normal, a disease sets in.
The change can occur due to accident, injury, trauma, unhealthy lifestyle, wrong food
habits, old
age etc. The cells which are now abnormal can heal themselves and attain the
state of normalcy with the help of adequate energy (Anti- entropic) with
the same frequency of vibration as a healthy cell.
The Orgone frequency, an anti-entropic field, therefore can help speed up the healing
process.
Orgone Healing
The structure of orgonite attracts energy into it . That is to gather
energy and that the structure does by itself. Pollution, greed, ignorance is
degrading our planet. Our bodies and mind have to deal with negative energy
every day.
When you use the orgone energy field, as it is designed, it will
energize you with a high level of energy channeled to you by your etheric
friends, or higher self. When you use orgone devices, some will experience
seeing different colors, see visions, feel tingling, heat or coldness or
both at the same time or all of the above.
What you experience will be determined by your spiritual evolvement. All will be different.
You may
experience light headedness or dizziness or a little wobbly when you get up
this will pass with no side effects. This produces a very high level of energy.
The smaller Orgone gifts (cones) can be used for healing the chakras, by keeping them on
the spine of the object for about fifteen minutes, to stimulate 'kundalini'
energy flow, use of crystals and using Reiki, or some form of bio etheric
healing, from a distance gives increased results. Since these devices
enhance all kinds of energy.
An experiment you can try is take a picture of the device, sometimes you can
capture it's aura , or a spirit above or near the device. Orgone is known
to have it's own consciousness.

Another experiment you can try. Take a glass of juice and empty one half of
it and save, put the other half under the orgone cone or device. You will
notice how much the flavor improved. Try this with coffee or food or other
drinks. Some items may take longer than others to charge. Your pets and
plants will love it.
Another Visual effect of the ORGONE creation, is the fact that it
dissipates chemtrails within seconds of directing an Orgone creation or
what is known as a chembuster, toward the sky, it leaves a 'hole' in the
synthetic clouds exposing the blue skies behind the whiteout.
Energy workers have summarized Orgone:
What is Orgone?
Orgone is the name given to Life Force, Chi, bio-energy by Wilhelm Reich
between 1936 and 1940. Orgone is a type of energy that defies many of the
laws of newtonian physics and is considered to be the energy that creates
and heals life.
What is Orgone?
Orgone is the mixture of an inorganic and an organic substance in a 50/50
ratio. It's that simple. Nothing fancy, just 50% organic and 50% inorganic
material mixed together. This could be alternating layers of aluminum foil
and wax paper or a mixture of metal shavings and resin.
What does Orgone do?
Orgone takes dead orgone (DOR) and converts it into orgone (OR) which by
definition is full of living energy.
What happens when you add crystals to Orgone?
Crystals have a natural ability to arrange energy and direct energy flow. By
putting crystals into Orgone the crystal are able to direct the flow of
energy and enhance the Orgones ability to convert DOR to OR. "

